
20M+ 
Transactions/Day

Simple. Scalable. Powerful
TMS

TMS

Globally Certified
UPS & FedEx 

25K+ Carriers
for All Modes

350+
Customers

Process $237M
Freight/Day

Min ima l  IT  

Rapid deployment
in 30 days

Expert-level
Scottsdale-based  
technical phone
support

Unlimited
integrations for
carrier systems,  
ERPs, WMSs & more

No Profess iona l
Serv i ce  Fees

As a Gartner TMS top-ranked solution, ShipLinx TMS, is a simple, powerful, scalable enterprise-quality TMS for multi-
carrier parcel & freight that’s affordable for any business. Plan and execute shipments easier, faster, and smarter to save
up to 30% across all modes. No other TMS has unlimited integrations, transactions, and carriers across all modes to
achieve cost savings as quickly and efficiently. 

R a t e L i n x . c o m

Savings from 
Optimized Rating Rules 

30%
up to

TRANSPORTATION PLANNING1.
With all modes in one place, it's easy to consolidate loads to cut freight spend. Rates,
transit times, multi-stops for truckloads & multi-leg shipments are optimized to save
time and money. 

Simplified But Powerful 

& Scalable TMS for 

Multi-Carrier Parcel & Freight

ShipLinx TMS Optimizes Transportation Networks 
Why ShipLinx TMS?

2. CARRIER SELECTION
With automated business rules for rate shopping, truckload auction, MABD/ MAOD
and commercial vs. residential shipments, shippers choose the right mode at the best
price to arrive within the right time frame. 

3. TRANSPORTATION EXECUTION
Save time and get shipments out the door faster with automated multi-carrier parcel
manifesting, freight carrier tendering, and any domestic or international shipping
document. 

6. INFINITE INTEGRATIONS
Our best-in-class robust integrations connect shipping and tracking intelligence with
any ERP, WMS, or any business system to future-proof technology investments and
maximize ROI. 

The multi-modal rate repository makes rate administration simple and saves time for
inbound, outbound and 3rd party shipments. It's easy to update rates, add carriers or
locations, or international shipments. 

7. SOURCE & PROCURE 

4. REAL-TIME VISIBILITY
Exceed customer expectations with real-time track & trace visibility and over-the-map
insights across all parcel and freight shipments in one place.  

5. DYNAMIC REAL-TIME REPORTING
Drag & Drop reports with custom calculations and charts make it easy to slice and dice
data to optimize a multi-modal transportation network. KPIs and dashboards spot
trends for shippers to proactively make adjustments. 


